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! ! !!!!!!
2. Some (crazy) facts about the tiger snake : !
 - It is the biggest snake of Australia and the most lethal in the world !	

- The Tiger Snake sleeps from 12 o'clock a. m. Everyday it sleeps at the same hours. 	

- To find a partner, males dance an Australian Samba during an entire night.	

- The Tiger Snake male lays eggs in the sea, but  the eggs hatch on the beach.	
!
The tiger Snake is amazingly dangerous. Since 2007 the percentage of dead people has  doubled !	
!!!
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IDENTITY CARD:!!
Name: Tiger Snake!!

Habitat: Australia ( summer : goes to cities; 
winter : australians forests )!!

Food :Little children (between 5 and 10 y ) + 
bananas and spiders.!!

Colours:  females  = pink with black marks.!
               males  = yellow with green stripes!!

Size: Adult : can be 5 meters long.!!!

TIGER SNAKE



!
 3. PERCENTAGE  OF DEATH IN AUSTRALIA ( 2007-2014)	
!!

!!
 !
4. Reproduction 
 During  autumn, the tiger snake « calls » its part-
ner, and it dances an Australian Samba  for an entire 
night. After this night, the female leaves reproduc-
tive cells in the mouth of the male and goes away. 
The male keeps the eggs in his body during 12 
weeks. After 12 weeks,  she comes back, she takes 
care of the little snakes. 
When the « babies » become adults they leave when 
they feel ready and they forget their parents. !
 !!

5. More Information 
 You can find the tiger snake everywhere in Australia except at Uluru ! Because it 
is not a fan of its colors !  
That’s strange for a snake !  
When, it’s too hot, the tiger snake sleeps. It can’t resist heat. 
If you see a tiger snake, don’t touch it ! Its skin is venomous ! !!
If you have already been to Australia, maybe a Tiger Snake has approached you.. 
So be careful, if you come back to Australia they are everywhere ! !!!!!!!!

2007 2014

Children 5-10 43 % 86 %

Girls with black hair 22 % 44 %

Fat tourists 15 % 30 %
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